
 

 

CICADA RHYTHM ANNOUNCES STUCK IN MY HEAD COVERS PROJECT 
 

THE BLUEGRASS SITUATION PREMIERES REIMAGINING OF  
BOB DYLAN’S “DON’T THINK TWICE, IT’S ALL RIGHT” 

 
UPCOMING UK TOUR WITH JIM WHITE, HEADLINING NETHERLANDS DATES 

 
“What Cicada Rhythm offers is roots music that’s unassuming, expertly played and sung by two 

clear as glass voices.”–NPR Music 
 
Athens, GA-based folk band Cicada Rhythm has announced a new covers-only project called             
Stuck In My Head that will roll out over the next few months on New West’s imprint, Normaltown                  
Records. Juilliard-trained singer/standup bassist Andrea DeMarcus and singer/guitarist Dave         
Kirslis have channeled their hauntingly beautiful sounds into reimaginings of classic favorites,            
and some more obscure gems, following the release of their critically acclaimed self-titled debut              
and in anticipation of their second full-length coming in 2018. The Bluegrass Situation             
premiered the first installment of the series this week: a stunning take on Bob Dylan’s “Don’t                
Think Twice, It’s All Right.” Of the song, Kirslis offers, “Bob Dylan’s song was in my head when                  
we first moved to our home in Athens. The old house was a big reverb chamber because of all                   
the wood, high ceilings, and lack of furniture, which was a fun atmosphere to sing and play                 
guitar in. Somehow, right off the bat one night, I started playing it in 3/4 instead of 4/4. I was                    
surprised how well it works as a waltz, too, which is just another testimony of how great a writer                   
Dylan is.” Listen HERE. A dynamic group that shifts as needed from a duo to a trio and                  
occasionally a four-piece, Cicada Rhythm just completed a U.S. run with The Wood Brothers,              
and they are soon to embark on an extensive UK tour with Jim White followed by headlining                 
shows across the Netherlands. Please see below for full tour details. 
 
Emerging into the indie-folk scene as Creative Loafing Atlanta’s 2013 “Best Local Folk Act,”              
Cicada Rhythm’s self-titled debut saw them tour with a host of renown roots acts, such as JJ                 
Grey and Houndmouth, as well as Americana newcomers HoneyHoney and Dylan LeBlanc. Of             
the album, NPR Music praises, “What Cicada Rhythm offers is roots music that’s unassuming,              
expertly played and sung by two clear as glass voices,” while No Depression draws the               
comparisons, “…Shovels and Rope, a little Civil Wars, and a hint of Dave and Gillian.” Elmore                
Magazine adds, “Cicada Rhythm is a truly fantastic record, one that shows how important it is to                 
find the right partner in anything you do;” and Nashville’s Americana tastemaker Mother             
Church Pew elaborates, “With an antique sound borrowed from the vintage console record             
players in your grandma’s living room, the band’s self-titled record flawlessly captures an             
authentic old-fashioned twang and drawl. Demarcus’ vocals swell, shrill, and sharp on tracks             
like ‘The Keeper’ and ‘Walking Late’; her voice rises the way a hymn clings to the rafters in an                   
old, country church. In contrast, Kirslis’ lyrics move with country swagger and a darker strut on                
tracks like ‘Dirty Hound’ and ‘Static in my Dream.’ Universally, deep strings build around the               
lyrics, with a melancholy yet pacifying contrast that is remarkable. It is this melding of light and                 

 

https://thebluegrasssituation.com/read/listen-cicada-rhythm-dont-think-twice-its-all-right


 

dark that defines and separates the band from the commonplace and trendy Americana             
movement of today. The genuine and unpretentious sounds directly reflect the band’s desire to              
make music for music’s sake.” 
 
Prior to the formation of Cicada Rhythm, Andrea DeMarcus and Dave Kirslis both found              
themselves at crossroads of sorts. DeMarcus had just graduated from Juilliard, and she didn't              
know where to go from there. “Juilliard wanted you to have a certain kind of sound...I wasn't                 
interested in playing just for the money or because it would look good on my resume.” She                 
returned from New York to Georgia, and started writing songs on guitar. But the classically               
trained bassist was critical of her early writing and make-do guitar playing. That's when a               
disheveled vagabond of a guitar player hopped off a freight train and into her life. At the time,                  
Kirslis had discovered that the musical projects he was involved in weren't giving him a “big                
enough palate” for the way that his songwriting was evolving. Feeling directionless, he'd taken              
to riding freight trains in search of the quintessential American adventure. One day, rumpled and               
covered in soot, he jumped off a train near the house of a friend, where he met a wide-eyed and                    
skeptical DeMarcus. “I could tell by her eyebrows that...well I wouldn't say it was love at first                 
sight.” Despite the shaky first impression, the two soon found themselves spending a lot of time                
together. Kirslis had found someone who could understand and respond to his new song              
writing, and DeMarcus had found someone who could encourage hers and take the role of               
guitar player, allowing her to return to her preferred instrument. And secretly, in the back of both                 
of their minds, they thought that maybe they'd found something more. Though their musical              
backgrounds couldn't be more different - Kirslis taught himself roots music, while DeMarcus had              
mastered music theory and the nuances of counterpoint at Juilliard – they shared a sense of                
what music should be about. Today, Cicada Rhythm's sound meanders through folk, rock,             
Americana, and further afield, but this shared sense of what makes music powerful binds all of                
the songs together and fills the space in between with meaning. In Cicada Rhythm, this space is                 
explored with a fervent intensity that is belied by the effortless elegance of the arrangements.               
Taking notice, NPR Music comments, “The serendipity of their meeting and subsequent            
romantic partnership is not all of what makes their music come alive, but the unfettered               
enthusiasm of their voices in harmony is unmistakable.” 
 

CICADA RHYTHM ON TOUR: 
October 18 – Atlanta, GA @ Eddie's Attic 

October 20 – Asheville, NC @ New Belgium Liquid Center 
October 21 – Knoxville, TN @ Boyd's Jig & Reel 

October 28 – Gainesville, FL @ Heartwood Soundstage 
November 17 – Sheffield, UK @ The HUBS* 

November 18 – Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK @ The Live Theatre 
November 19 – Glasgow, UK @ Oran Mor* 

November 20 – Manchester, UK @ The Deaf Institute* 
November 21 – Leeds, UK @ Brudenell Social Club* 

November 22 – Bristol, UK @ The Louisiana* 
November 23 – Birmingham, UK @ The Actress & Bishop* 



 

November 24 – Hove, UK @ The Brunswick* 
November 25 – Guilford, UK @ St. Mary's Church* 

November 26 – London, UK @ Dingwalls* 
November 27 – Utrecht, NL @ De Parel Van Zuilen 
November 29 – Eindhoven, NL @ t Rozenknopje 

November 30 – Borger, NL @ VanSlag 
December 3 – Helmond, NL @ Lokaal 42 

January 18 – Athens, GA @ 40 Watt^ 
*with Jim White 

^with David Lowery & Johnny Hickman (of Cracker) 
 

For more information, please contact: 
Jake Lanier | jakelanier@newwestrecords.com | 615-385-4777 

Brady Brock | bradybrock@newwestrecords.com | 615-385-4777 
 

 


